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Explore the world of the Dire Wolves… Three full-length novels. Contains complete Series. DIRE Gage was the first guy I ever wanted. He was my first crush and my first fantasy, but he wasn't my first in any other way
because he never saw me as anything more than a friend— at least not until the night that changed everything. It was all Gage's fault. He insisted we drive through the storm and take the back roads. By the time the storm
hit full force we had no chance. One night of snowbound sex changed our relationship forever. The problem was at the same time I caught another guy’s attention. This other guy happened to be the alpha of a pack of
shifter wolves. I thought the wolves were the worst of my problems, but I was wrong. When things went from bad to worse I had to make a lifelong sacrifice to save Gage, but what price is too much to save the one you
love? DUSK After you have sacrificed your freedom what else is there to lose? Mary Anne has given her word to Hunter that she’ll stay as his mate, but every second she spends with him takes her further away from Gage
when he needs her the most. Caught between love and duty, Mary Anne discovers that her troubles are just beginning, and that sometimes love comes at a great price. DAWN It is always darkest before dawn. Gage and Mary
Anne are on the run and determined to break Hunter out of prison so he can finish changing Gage. They look to Mary Anne’s college friend Genevieve and the zany Dire Denny for assistance, but in the end, help comes from
the unlikeliest of places. Hunter must end the hunt even if it means destroying his own brother and giving up on the girl destined to be his. With betrayal surrounding him at every turn, his best chance at ending the
hunt is someone he is sworn to hate. *New Adult Paranormal Romance*
To stay together, they'll have to escape prison, outsmart wizards, and solve the mystery of a magical sanctuary town. Skyla Chekal is in trouble. She’s a prisoner in an illegal underground auction house that sells
magical creatures. If they learn she's a dire wolf with free magic, they'll hold a special high-roller sale just for her. She needs to keep her head down and escape, but she can’t because she smells someone who stirs her
in the way only a true mate can. She can't leave without him.Siberian tiger shifter Nic Paletin can’t believe he’s found himself in a cage in an auction house run by wizards. As long as he continues to play dumb, he
should be able to get out soon. But the intriguing smell of a woman who calls to his tiger has him tied up more than the shackles on his ankles.As turned on as Skyla is by Nic’s intoxicating presence, she knows they
first have to survive long enough to get free. Unfortunately, threats continue to escalate. In their escape, Skyla is sent somewhere else, and Nic has no idea where or what trouble she might be in. He must find her
before the wizards do, plus figure out how to work together if they’re going to crack the secrets of a mysterious new-old town.And they better hurry, because the greedy wizards not only know where they are, they're after
the fabled treasures of this vulnerable sanctuary town.Continue the enthralling paranormal romance with Heart of a Dire Wolf, the third book in USA TODAY bestselling author Carol Van Natta's fun, action-filled, steamyhot Ice Age Shifters™ series.~~~The Ice Age Shifters series: ** Shifter Mate Magic (Book 1) *standalone ** Shift of Destiny (Book 2) *standalone ** Heart of a Dire Wolf (Book 3) ** Dire Wolf Wanted (Book 4)
Three sizzling hot paranormal shifter novellas in one smoking boxed set! These sassy, sexy paranormal romance novellas by New York Times bestselling author Eve Langlais were previously published in the anthologies Growl,
Wild, and Hunger. Legal Wolf’s Mate Taking on a pro bono murder case isn't a problem for a lawyer who enjoys a challenge. Discovering his new client is his mate? A tad more complicated. Gavin has no intention of settling
down, especially not with a woman accused of murder. But the beautiful, fiery Megan has his blood boiling and his heart racing, and it doesn't take Gavin long to know that his fate is sealed... Catch a Tiger by the Tail
Broderick has a job to do—audit the books of a gentleman’s club. Sounds simple, except his company wants him to find dirt linking to the mob, his secret mob employer wants someone to pin the blame on, and the bar manager
at the heart of the controversy doesn’t want him—even though she’s his mate. The Alpha’s Mate When Fabian saves a woman from drowning, everything he knows gets tossed away and only one thing becomes clear: she’s his
mate—and someone wants to kill her. Hell no. Protecting her, though, is only part of his problem. He also has to convince her she belongs to him. In her words, “Hell no.” When she flees, little does she realize this wolf
loves to chase. And when he catches the woman he wants? She’ll become the Alpha’s Mate.
Hot Dire Wolf Nights, where summer fun meets eternal love… Phoenix Tala is taking a break from his new home on the border of Blue Valley where his Pack and MC have recently settled down. With his Dire Wolf feeling out of
sorts and anxious, he figures a road trip is in order. Tracey Donner is tired of her upper-crust parents disapproval. After a shopping trip gets nasty, she takes off for the one place she ever felt happy as a child.
Maccon City, New Jersey. She is ready for some serious changes in her life. But until then a girl could have a little fun, couldn't she? Of course, she never expected to run into that fun. Literally. A spontaneous
moonlight skinny dip turns into something else when she swims into a midnight bather with more muscles than she knew it possible for one man to have. She is willing to dive into a vacation fling with the bad boy biker,
but Phoenix has forever on his mind. Can he convince the luscious normal to be his mate?
Wolf Bride
Empire of Blood
Reforming the Paranormal Council Book Two
Snow Angel
Sassy Ever After
A Macconwood Pack Novel

When Andrea received an invitation to work on an ice age dig, her archeologist's dream came true. Digging up artifacts and holding a piece of history swells her heart with an indescribable emotion. When she discovers a wooden bracelet, her life is turned
upside down as it sends her back in time... into the arms of a werewolf. Now she has to figure out how to get home, because that's what she wants, right?Rokki has too many problems to count; a brother who is an alpha werewolf like himself, a pack
prophecy, and a human mate who doesn't seem familiar with the ice age way of life. When his mate continues to disappear on him, he breaks her magical bracelet. Now he has his mate, but can she ever forgive him?With a prophecy hanging over them,
Neanderthals looming around every tree, and Andrea's indecision about where to stay, can they find a life together in the ice age?
When the young Selena Liongod unexpectedly became the companion of the noble and gifted dragon named Thor, the new and powerful recruits within Her Imperial Majesty’s Air Force proved their tenacity in combat against the Lich. Though the pair are
declared war heroes in the Battle of Alfheim, they now face a new danger threatening Armageddon. As the Day of Eternal Darkness draws nigh, the elven city of Alfhiem is suddenly attacked by powerful masked dragons. The Council seeks to launch a
daring offensive in response to the assault and the upcoming eclipse, waylaying Selena and Thor with urgent orders. Four special dragon eggs—the offspring from the fabled Mythic Flight guardians—have been purchased from Snowhaven to turn the tides of
war, and Selena and Thor must deliver the precious cargo to the Water Kingdom capital. They find themselves in a race against time to travel across the Empire to deliver the eggs before hatching, their voyage fraught with peril, deception, and the untold
terrors of the deep. Yet once the pair reaches the capital, more discoveries and darker dangers await.
There’s no escaping a Dire Wolf shifter on the hunt... Feared by even his own kind, Bez of the Dire Wolf shifters knows exactly how to succeed in any battle. Even if that means racking up collateral damage along the way. A simple mission into the
swamplands to save a teenage wolf shifter should have been an easy track and retrieval for a man with his training, but nothing comes easy when the fates get involved. In one night, Omega Sariel went from a free, single shewolf to a captive with a teenage
girl to watch over and a couple of guards intent on making her life miserable…what little is left of it. Then a soldier with ice in his eyes walks in, and the mating call begins. He’s too tough, too harsh, too murderous…but when your life hangs in the balance, a
lethal fighter in your corner is better than battling alone. Especially one who isn’t afraid to get a little dirty with her. Two kidnapped women, one dangerous soldier unknowingly about to come face-to-face with fate, and a monster set on destroying everything in
its path. In the world of the Dire Wolves, a retrieval is a simple mission for the unit of soldiers that make up their pack. But this time, a single glance blows simple right out of the swamp and forces Bez to make his stand alone. One soldier, one fight…one
chance at forever. A Feral Breed Motorcycle Club spin-off series featuring alpha wolf shifters fighting for their fated mates.
He’s destined to become Alpha. She’s an alien hiding on Earth. Will his desire to repay a debt backfire because of a simple handshake? Zack Edgewater’s life revolves around leading his pack. Biding his time until he can rise to Alpha status, he isn’t looking
for a relationship—especially not with a woman whose heritage is the reason he’s not already the leader. But when a stranger threatens to take her back to her world against her wishes, he steps in to help by claiming to be her fiancé. Eliana has lived her
whole life according to someone else’s demands. On Earth, she’s managed to carve out a life all her own. And even though Zack means well by posing as her fake boyfriend, she’s terrified of the werewolf lurking inside him. And although she refuses to
return to Tuala, she can’t remain with a man who hates her race, but she can’t shake the feeling that he’s her fated mate. Inadvertently bound in a marriage pact of producing an heir within a year, they must choose to change their futures or risk dire
consequences. They can’t get divorced. They can’t stay married. They don’t even know one another. Can this culture-clashing couple shift into a charmed love that will last? Bound to the Alpha Wolf is the riveting fourth book in the Romances Beyond Tuala
fated mate shifter series. If you like magical heroines, dangerous heroes, and sweet romance, then you’ll adore Amy Proebstel’s howling story. Enjoy Bound to the Alpha Wolf to answer the heart’s call today! Keywords: 21st Century, Action Adventure,
Adventure Books, Alien Romance, Alpha Hero, Alpha Male, Animals & Nature, Book, Clean PNR, Clean Romance, Clean & Wholesome Romance, Contemporary, Current, ebook, Epic Fantasy, Essential Reads, Fantasy Books, Fantasy Romance Books,
Fantasy Romance, Fantasy Stories, Fantasy, Fated Mate Shifter Romance, Fated Mates, Feisty Heroine, Happy Ever After, HEA, Heroine, Love Story, Magical Adventures, Mythology and Folklore, Paranormal Fantasy Books, Paranormal Romance Books,
Paranormal Romance Series, Paranormal Romance, Paranormal, Popular Series, Quick read, Rich, Romance Books, Romance eBook, Romance Novel, Romance Series, Romances Beyond Tuala, Romantic Suspense, Science fiction romance, Series,
Shapeshifter Romance, Shifter Paranormal Romance, Shifter Romance, Shifter Series, Short Reads, Small Town Romance, Story, Supernatural, Suspense, Suspenseful Read, Thriller, USA Today Bestselling Author, Wealthy, Werewolf, Werewolves and
Shifters, Wolf Romance, Wolf Shifter Romance, Wolves, Wolves of Catskill County, Women's Fiction
The Alpha's Mate
Breaking Sass
Julio's Wolf
Savage Seduction
Feral Bonds
Rafe and Charley
After you have sacrificed your freedom what else is there to lose? Mary Anne has given her word to Hunter that she’ll stay as his mate, but every second she spends with him takes her further away from Gage when he needs her the most. Caught between love and duty, Mary Anne
discovers that her troubles are just beginning, and that sometimes love comes at a great price. *New Adult Paranormal Romance*
The magical world stands on the brink of war, unless two extraordinary shifters can bridge the gulf between them. Dire wolf shifter and Shifter Tribunal agent Rayne Chekal poses as a prisoner to take down an illegal auction house that trafficks in shifters. Arvik Inuktan, agent for the
Wizard Imperium and secret mythic shifter, infiltrated the auction staff with the same mission objective.Rayne finds him sexy as hell, but confusing. Her inner wolf says they’re in the mating dance, but to her, it feels more like a flailing tumble down the stairs. Arvik finds her
irresistible, smart, and gorgeous. His inner beasts say Rayne is their mate, but he realizes he must track down his dark, forgotten past if he hopes to have a future with her. However, when the auction house falls, they open a whole new can of worms. War is coming. Separated, they
must figure out what they can do to stop this, and hope the other can forgive them for the choices they’re forced to make.When Rayne and Arvik meet on the battlefield, can they overcome their differences and work together to stop the evil, or will this war engulf the magical
world?Continue the enthralling paranormal romance with Dire Wolf Wanted, the fourth book in USA TODAY bestselling author Carol Van Natta's fun, action-filled, steamy-hot Ice Age Shifters™ series.~ ~ ~ ~ ~Dire Wolf Wanted is a complete story with an HEA and no cliffhanger,
but your reading experience will be enhanced if you've read Shift of Destiny and Heart of a Dire Wolf first.~~~The Ice Age Shifters series: ** Shifter Mate Magic (Book 1) *standalone ** Shift of Destiny (Book 2) *standalone ** Heart of a Dire Wolf (Book 3) ** Dire Wolf Wanted
(Book 4)
[Siren Everlasting Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative Paranormal Romance, M/M, werewolves, HEA] Newly turned omega wolf Jeremy Tallis didn't mean to get caught by rogue alphas when he went out for a hunt, and their plans for him don't sound so great. Without warning, a
dire wolf comes and fights off the alphas, and in his shock of seeing something so terrifying, Jeremy loses consciousness. When he wakes up, he's in the arms of the most gorgeous man he's ever seen, a man he hasn't seen in three years. Alexander, who wants to mate with him. Why
exactly would Jeremy say no to that? But when everything's done and over with, Alexander realizes that he wasn't in control, and the man beneath him isn't part of a dream. His wolf took control and now they are both mated for life. Alexander feels like he forced himself on Jeremy,
and until he learns to control the wolf inside of him, he won't touch his mate again. No matter how much he wants to. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Books five to eight in the Werewolf Sentinels series. Ice Claimed Finding his mate is something Durlach has longed for, but being in his dire wolf form at the time throws things off—including his mate, who just happened to be on the back of the horse Durlach spooked. Meadow is
surprised with how tame the wolf is, and realizes he must be a domesticated pet. When his hunky master comes looking for him, she has sexy visions of taming him too. Burning Ice Riya is a bit of a klutz. And how. Not only does she head-butt the most gorgeous man she’s ever seen,
but she manages to put them in the path of a charging bear. Capac is more than thrilled to find his mate, even if she’ll forever keep him on his toes. With the change in leadership of the dark wolves, Riya will be in greater danger than his wolf brothers’ mates ever were. Love on the
Ice Carson lost the love of his life four years ago. As a mortal, he’d given Laci his heart, but he’d screwed it all up. Now she’s back in Juneau—and he’s a Werewolf Sentinel. Laci decided her ex wasn’t going to keep her from the city where she’d been born and raised. She was over
him, after all. At least she thought so until he touched her. Ice Surrender Ryder finds the process of coming into his full shaman powers harder than he’d expected. It doesn’t help that he’s being relentlessly pursued by a female werewolf who doesn’t step down from a challenge.
Wren has set her sights on Ryder, and that is that. The shaman might have turned her down time and time again, but he’s the one meant for her.
An Urban Fantasy Paranormal Romance Anthology Featuring Wolf Shifters and their Curvy Mates.
Pater Nostras Canis Dirus
Their Furever Mates
Code Wolf
DIRE ENCOUNTERS
Her Solstice Wolf
Can a wounded Wolf find love the second time around? Claire Freemont finds herself stuck with the one man she’d rather avoid, Mike Bellamy. He lost is wife and unborn child years ago, but his heart still bears the scar. If only she could stop her
attraction to the taciturn bar owner! When a severe winter storm shuts down the local roads and highways Claire is left stranded! Will Mike turn her out into the cold or will things heat up?
Will her love break through his heart of stone? Silas McKennon is a corporate shark, er, Lion. All business, this hard-hearted male hates women. He simply refuses to have anything to do with them. Well, except for one. Blonde and brainy, Larissa
Clark works for Silas as his right hand man, er, woman. She’s a sharp shooting administrative assistant and one of the few females he will tolerate. Having the hots for her hunky boss is just one of the secrets she has to keep in order to stay in the
city she loves. When the prince of the local Pride starts pursuing Larissa, she has no choice but to skip town. But Silas is not ready to let his prized employee go. He’ll do anything to stop it, including mate her. Will she risk it all on a man whose heart
is made of stone?
Lennox is a silent protector. He’s more than happy to let his twin do the talking, but in this case, he can’t, because he’s met his mate, and he’s the only one who can get to know Owen—which might be hard, because even Owen doesn’t know himself.
Owen was adopted into the Springfield pack, but he never belonged. While he wasn’t abused, his father made sure he knew he wasn’t loved and that he knew something was wrong with him. He doesn’t know what that something is, but it has to do
with shifting, which he was forbidden to do. Between Lennox and his new home, Owen finds the strength to go against his adoptive father’s will and shifts. Instead of the monster he expected, he shifts into a special kind of wolf—a dire wolf. But dire
wolf shifters are said to be extinct, and if they aren’t, how did Owen end up in Springfield?
Sometimes love comes back to bite you. Mason Lane cut his teeth working fourteen-hour days for little pay at Vicente Spirits, a whiskey distillery on the outskirts of Maccon City, New Jersey. The no-account, orphaned Werewolf had nothing until
Hector Vicente took him in and taught him everything he knew. Young Mason fell hard for his boss’ daughter only to be left behind by the young, beautiful heiress. Heartbroken, he dedicated himself to building up his own label. Mason hit it big with
Bite. He finally had everything he ever wanted. Or did he? Ten years after she’d left in the middle of the night, Abigail Vicente, has come home. Can Mason ignore the woman who tore his heart out or will his love for Abigail come back to bite him?
Legal Wolf's Mate; Catch a Tiger by the Tail; The Alpha's Mate
Savage Salvation
Direwolf's Desire
Wild Wolf [Dangerous Wolves 3]
Lost and Found
The Macconwood Wolf Pack Books 4-6
When Two Forbidden Souls Unite, Innocents are Saved. Edgar Dempsey has been a Personal Assistant to Prince Roman for over three hundred years. He is a sophisticated vampire and a respected professional. He knows what he wants in life and expects any vampire he mates to appreciate the
same things as him. Fate shakes up his world. Against all reason, Edgar finds himself visiting wolf packs, driving through the mountains, wearing (shudder) jeans, all while keeping company with a sexy, dominant wolf. This is not the life he planned. Jackson Miller is a wolf shifter from the Alpha line.
His father was killed under suspicious circumstances and now his brother, the pack Alpha, has vanished. Something sinister is happening in the shifter community; Alphas are going feral, wolves are dying, and now wolf pups are missing. The last thing Jackson has time for is a prissy mate who
wouldn't know how to handle a strong wolf if he bit him. A sophisticated city vampire has no place in the country. Fate is laughing at them both. This book is not a standalone and is best read as part of a series. Tags: MM Paranormal Romance, Vampire&Wolf, Heat Level One, True Mates, Heroes
Corrupt System, Kidnapping, Save The World, Good Guys Win, Lots of Action
Can a sassy human tame this Alpha Omega pair? The oldest of three sisters, responsibility has been Sage Freeman’s guiding force for as long as she can remember. But can she still make that claim after she quits her job the day before their annual vacation? Nothing is going right for her. Especially
not the whole dating thing. Men are just another mark in a long line of disappointments. Okay, maybe not that long. Whatever. Determined to enjoy the Freeman sisters’ annual vacay, she isn’t looking for all the answers. She just wants a couple of days of wild frivolity in paradise. Is that too much to
give a girl? Callan McGregor and Landry Smyth are a unique pair. The powerful Alpha Silver Dragon and the Omega White Liger sit as Heads of the Council of Triads entrusted with helping all Alpha Omega pairs to find their mates. Out of options, they announce a shocking revelation during the
Council meeting on Moongate Island. With the shortage of eligible female Shifters, they are opening the search to include humans. Of course, the Dragon and Liger never expected to meet their mate as well. But what will this pair do when they meet their own mate in a beautiful normal with a sassy
mouth?
Dear Reader, Thank you for purchasing this collection from my Macconwood Pack Novel Series, featuring books 4-6. Characters may overlap, but each story centers on how one couple, involving one or more Pack member, finds true love. Each book is a complete story and can be read alone, though
I admit they are better read in order, as characters may show up in each other’s stories. After all, Pack is family! I really hope you enjoy them. Happy Reading! Xoxo, C.D. Gorri Inside this collection: The Witch & The Werewolf Once upon a time magic tore them apart, now it's the only thing that can
save them. To Claim a Wolf He's an uptight attorney, she's a sexy paralegal. Thrown together, they'll both discover there's more than one way to claim a wolf. Connal’s Mate She was just another assignment, but what happens to this cocky Werewolf when she turns out to be so much more?
An Urban Fantasy Paranormal Romance Boxed Set Featuring Wolf Shifters and their Curvy Mates. Dear Reader, Thank you for purchasing this collection of the first three of my Macconwood Pack Novel Series. Characters may overlap, but each story centers on how one couple, involving one or more
Pack member, finds true love. Each book is a complete story and can be read alone, though I admit they are better read in order, as characters may show up in each other’s stories. After all, Pack is family! I really hope you enjoy them. Happy Reading! xoxo, C.D. Gorri, USA Today Bestselling Author
Inside this collection: Charley’s Christmas Wolf Charley gets more than she bargained for this Christmas… Cat’s Howl Cat Maccon, was always a handful, even as a pup. Code Wolf He never thought of himself as a family man, but sometimes things changed... Keywords: alpha, werewolf, shifter, wolf
shifter, urban fantasy, complete series, PNR anthology, boxed set, fantasy romance, paranormal holiday romance, shifter christmas romance, wolf pack series, werewolf romance ebook, paranormal fiction series, strong heroine, curvy girl romance novel, shifter mates, fated mates, instalove romance
short, sexy shifter book, sexy paranormal romance book, steamy paranormal romance novel, steamy wolf shifter mates, friends to lovers, instant attraction, heat level, claiming bites, fated mates novella, shifter fated mates series
A Clean Fated Mate Shifter Romance (Romances Beyond Tuala, Book 4)
A Devil's Dires Shifter Romance
Savage Surrender
A Purely Paranormal Romance Book
A Paranormal Shifter Romance
Dire Moon (Hot Moon Rising #9)
There's no escaping a Dire Wolf shifter on the hunt... No one can understand the tormented life of Dire Wolf Luc. As Alpha of his pack, he should be the most powerful and confident in the bunch, but his ability to sense others—the
emotions and presences of existing as both shifter and human—has worn him down. Dire Wolves seem to live forever, but Luc has begun feeling as if the end of his road is approaching. He’s also stuck on a mission he can’t solve,
searching for shewolves he can’t find, and failing his pack all the way around. Cassiel is a woman who makes her own rules and lives her own life—a solitary one in the bush of Alaska with just her sled dogs and a healthy respect for the
dangerous lands around her. She has no interest in other people or trying to follow someone else’s rules. But anyone alone in the bush needs to be prepared for predators, and while she’s ready to tackle any threat, there’s one that
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scares her more than the others. A creature from her nightmares lurking in the dark and howling at the moon. One soldier struggling with the overwhelming chaos in his mind, one woman terrified of the monsters that seem to haunt
her world, and a chance encounter that brings each of them closer to the edge of death than ever before. In the world of the Dire Wolves, the leader of the pack is the strongest and surest of them all. But when the mission stalls out,
Luc will have to use any means necessary to find the women he can’t be sure actually exist…even if that includes scaring off the one woman whose very presence quiets the storm inside him. One soldier, one fight…one chance at forever.
A Feral Breed Motorcycle Club spin-off series featuring alpha wolf shifters fighting for their fated mates.
[Siren Everlasting Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative Paranormal Romance, M/M, shape-shifter, werewolves,HEA] Soren Chase can't seem to get his student loans paid off, and the threatening letters from the government have him
turning to the last possible solution: selling his body to a shifter who wants to impregnate him with pups. Bruin has been fighting the instinct to have pups for a while now. He never thought he was ready, but he can no longer ignore
the urge. He can't believe it when he finds his natural mate sitting on a table trying to get bids, or when some prick alpha is trying to scam him into a cheap fuck. Bruin needs to step in and take his mate away with him. The problem is
that the mating heat got the better of them both, and when Bruin impregnates his mate, the consequences might be too much for him to handle.
Solstice is a time for miracles. Is Kurt ready to accept his? Kurt Lowell is partners with his brother at Macconwood Law Associates. He’s also one of the Macconwood Pack’s honored Wolf Guard. Known as the Pack clown, he's managed
to traverse life unscathed by relationships. A free spirit, what happens when his mate is revealed one winter's night? With the biggest snowstorm of the year looming overhead, Kurt is depending on Crescent Moon Books to deliver the
volumes he needs to finish the treaty he’s been drafting between the Macconwood Pack and the local Witch Coven. Scarred for life at the hands of a drunk-driver, Clara Crescent is perfectly content staying out of Pack affairs and
running the bookstore she and her sister co-own. Life is boring, but good for the she-Wolf. She’s successfully avoided the man she secretly pines for but finds herself trapped in an elevator with the redheaded lawyer after delivering his
order. Will this Winter Solstice deliver the happy ever after they so desperately want?
A.C. Katt's best-selling set of novels about werewolf billionaries in Manhattan who are looking for their mates. Contains all 8 books in the series. Contains the stories: His Omega: On his way home from a meeting of the North American
werewolf council, Armand La Marche is stopped in his limousine by a boy who is hurt by an unknown assailant who murdered his friend. After decades of searching, Armand has found his mate. There is one problem, someone is trying
to kill Sean. Remy's Painter: Ian Sullivan is being chased by a mobster and has to come up with five thousand dollars he doesn't have. His only hope is an estimate for a large house. Little does he know that the house belongs to a loup
garou who just happens to be his mate. Scarred Mate: Alpha Marc Thierry orders Chinese and gets a musical voice on the line that calls to him. To his delight and surprise, the guy on the phone delivers his food and is his destined
mate. Unfortunately, Colin Callahan thinks the only reason Marc could want him is biological -- he has to like his mate. Colin has a scarred face and thinks no-one could love him as he is. Can Marc convince him otherwise? Marking
Kane: Returning from his territory in Atlanta, Gabriel Martin stumbles across a man in an alleyway who has been gang raped. His mate. Alexei's Mouse: After leaving his place as the Russian Second and immigrating to America, Alexei
Davidoff just wants to settle in and not upset the status quo. He wants to start his position with Garou Industries and improve the conditions for his packs. The gods have a different plan for him. Julio's Wolf: Etienne Daurensbourg is
139 years old and fears he’ll never find his Mate until his friend Alexei introduces him to Julio. Julio is Etienne’s Mate, but before he has a chance to court Julio -- who is a human high beta and therefore stubborn and independent -Julio gets knifed and is forced to let Etienne provide him with a home and help to recover. Wolf Whistle: Richard Kerrigan is on the verge of losing hope. Fired from his job for blowing the whistle on a defect that would harm service
members if used as designed, he is now blacklisted in the Chicago area. A local Serbian mobster wants Richard and won’t take no for an answer. Henri's Little One: After much hardship, Vitas Kosloff finds his Mate, Alpha Henri Giraud,
Director of Security for the North American Council and Garou Industries. But Vitas is held captive by Fydor Chernof, the Russian First, who claims Vitas belongs to him. He escapes Chernof's torture with the aid of Chernof's two Betas,
Anatoly and Maxim.
Dawn (The Dire Wolves Chronicles #3)
Cael and Rayne
Doubly Bound
The Macconwood Pack Novels
Charley's Baby Surprise
Mason and Abigail
Werewolves mate for life. Dr. Rayne Davis is dedicated to her patients and Packmates, the only thing missing from this Wolf's life is someone to share it with. That’s all about to change when she takes off for a weekend getaway and finds herself at the door of
the one man who'd caught her attention, but managed to get away, Cael Evangelos. Rayne thought she had found the love of her life when she first met and dated the financial wiz who also worked for Macconwood Memorial Hospital, but their relationship was
cut short when he was forced to leave his job under a cloud of accusations regarding mishandled funds. Chance puts him back in her life, and Rayne knows she can't let him get away again, but this big Werewolf has some healing to do before they can be
together. Rayne might just be the medicine Cael needs to get his life back.
Julio Reyes has had a hard life. Orphaned at fourteen, he ran away from a group home to avoid rape but wound up being an independent prostitute in NYC. He has a life plan -- go to school, become a stylist and open his own salon. Etienne Daurensbourg is 139
years old and fears he’ll never find his Mate until his friend Alexei introduces him to Julio. Julio is Etienne’s Mate, but before he has a chance to court Julio -- who is a human high beta and therefore stubborn and independent -- Julio gets knifed and is forced to
let Etienne provide him with a home and help to recover. Pack problems arise that may force Etienne into the pit. Will Julio be able to love Etienne despite the fact he is a loup garou?
He never thought of himself as a family man, but sometimes things changed… Randall Graves spends most of his time writing lines of code in his air-conditioned office at Macconwood Manor. He’d rather be alone than risk involvement of any kind. Everything
was going fine, until his Alpha sends him on a forced vacation. It’s all good with Randall, as long as there’s WIFI at the small, beachfront, bed and breakfast in Bloody Point, South Carolina. He could work and get some sun at the same time, but he wasn’t
counting on Tulla Nirvelli. The beautiful single mother owned and operated the small B &B with her seven-year old son. Charmed by the small island and the young family, Randall finds himself enjoying his time at the Sea Mist Bed & Breakfast. When trouble
starts brewing for Tulla and her son, Randall is ready to jump in, but that means revealing his secret. Will she accept the truth about him?
Four books in one! Get the first four books in The Devil's Dires series in one bundle. There's no escaping a Dire Wolf on the hunt... Long thought to be extinct, the Dire Wolf shifters have been hiding in plain sight--hunting, tracking, and killing those who
threaten their beloved Omegas. Each wolf will have to fight off an enemy in order to save not only his mission but his soul mate. Set Includes: Savage Surrender Savage Sanctuary Savage Seduction Savage Silence
Werewolf Sentinels-Volume Two
Dire Wolf Wanted (Ice Age Shifters Book 4)
Man Meets Wolf
In Need of an Alpha [Mate for Sale 3]
Dire Wants
The Devil's Dires collection

It was a time prior to the last Ice Age where mammalian mega fauna and jumbo flora dominated the landscape. Man was far from the dominant species on the planet. Unknown centuries had passed since the last of the uprights had been eradicated or banished to the fringes of the great desert. History faded with time as well as the knowledge about the wars between the two factions; man and wolf. Some of the written history remained in the
form of legendary petroglyphs and pictographs located inside primitive caves; dotting sporadically along the base of the northern and southern ranges of the Ormod Mountains. The writings recorded great battles between the
species and even among themselves. What remained of the cave writings revealed a stagnation of war and hatred between Dire wolves and their enemy, the up-rights. No wolf knew why they were enemies of man, only that
the ancient inscriptions publicized the hostilities between the species. Conflict was the only definable moment in their historical relationship. Pack leadership and the elders reinforced the lessons taught by the ancient writings
that were scribed on the walls of their caves. Man was the enemy and there would be no reconciliation.
There’s no escaping a Dire Wolf shifter on the hunt… Mammon of the Dire Wolves is too good of a soldier to go against orders. But obsession has a way of breaking you down, and even a shifter as disciplined as he has trouble
going with the grain when there’s a fated connection dragging him the other way. Too bad that connection is to a woman he sees as his enemy.It is always darkest before dawn. Gage and Mary Anne are on the run and
determined to break Hunter out of prison so he can finish changing Gage. They look to Mary Anne’s college friend Genevieve and the zany Dire Denny for assistance, but in the end, help comes from the unlikeliest of places.
Hunter must end the hunt even if it means destroying his own brother and giving up on the girl destined to be his. With betrayal surrounding him at every turn, his best chance at ending the hunt is someone he is sworn to
hate. *New Adult Paranormal Romance - The Dire Wolves Chronicles #3)
Can Alpha wolf, Rafe Maccon, survive his mate’s pregnancy? Charley is adapting to married life in her new home with her husband, Alpha Wolf, Rafe Maccon, and the eight Wolf Guards who live with them. Learning the rules to
this new supernatural world isn’t always easy, especially when she finds herself pregnant after just a few weeks of marriage. Rafe Maccon never had anyone of his own before. He is determined to love, cherish, and most of all,
protect his bride. His mated Wolf instincts go into overdrive once he discovers Charley is pregnant! Will Charley cave to Rafe’s demands or will this Alpha learn the meaning of compromise?
Werewolves of Manhattan Box Set
Heart of a Dire Wolf (Ice Age Shifters Book 3)
Dusk (The Dire Wolves Chronicles #2)
Shake That Sass
Shifter City
The Tale Of Ailis and Eoghan
Her aura has never reacted to any man this way. After the female dire wolf under her protection goes missing, Laurel Finnegan’s new assignment, vetting the brother, proves even more challenging. He’s everything Laurel isn’t. And everything she wants.
Before the full moon rises, she’ll have to test their mutual attraction, find his sister, and keep him away from the other females who will stop at nothing to be the dire wolf’s mate. He refuses to accept the significance of their mingled auras. Lucas MacDugal’s
family is the last of the purebred dire wolves, and times have changed. So when his sister fought tradition and fled Scotland for Sarasota, he agreed. Now, he has to deal with her female security guard. Laurel has extraordinary elemental assets and is
instrumental in deciphering evidence, but she’s also the first female to destroy his self-control. He has until the full moon rises to figure out why. After that, his unusual attraction to Laurel may prove deadly for her. All the evidence indicates Grace set herself
up. Laurel’s worst fears prove true. Rogues from the south have infiltrated the outlying pack land. When she discovers Grace’s location and telecommunications fail, she decides to rely on the elemental connection she formed with Lucas. He’s in denial… But
there’s no denying how much she hungers for him, and his lust rises with the waning moon. The innocent female haunts his thoughts night and day. He has to respond. Too many lives are at stake for him to ignore the appeal he can’t resist. The full moon
calls his wolf to action. Lucas will give up everything to claim Laurel as his, but he won’t risk her life. The fear of losing her drives him to discover the mystery surrounding their irresistible connection.
Welcome to Rabbit Creek....City girl Elizabeth Reynolds hopes to find peace and contentment in the small Appalachian town of Rabbit Creek. Okay, so the bucolic cottage she's rented turns out to be a dilapidated cabin without phone service, but the people
she meets are wonderful. Friendly and down to earth, they welcome her with open arms. It's just like moving to Mayberry... if Andy and Aunt Bea were wolves. Only an outsider would call them werewolves. They're wolvers, a community of man/beasts that
have lived in these hills since their ancestors emigrated from Scotland three hundred years ago. And that gorgeous Chief of Police, Marshall Goodman, the guy she met while covered in mud and wearing granny underpants? The one who sends her heart
spinning? He's their Alpha and his pack is under attack from outside forces. Elizabeth, being a sane and reasonable woman, wants no part of any of this, but if she refuses to risk her life and her heart, the people she's grown to care about will lose everything
and she'll lose the one man she was born to love.
When he recruits Kate, a human and witch who survived a horrible car accident that left her back scarred with a handprint no one can see, to help his cause, Stray, an immortal Dire wolf and protector of humans, forms a powerful bond with this woman with
whom any connection is forbidden. Original. 50,000 first printing.
What happens when a sassy Dire Wolf, with a penchant for breaking rules, and a Lion, who's in love with the law, clash?She's a sassy Dire Wolf with a fondness for speed, and he's a Lion who knows how to lay down the law. Get ready for fireworks when
these two dominant personalities clash.Sheila Rand is the only female member of the Dire Wolf Motorcycle Club. Rare and powerful Shifters, the Dire Wolf MC has decided to make Blue Creek their permanent home. As the Alpha's cousin, Sheila's outspoken
nature and habitual defiance is overlooked by her Packmates, but not by him. Mr. Law and Order thinks he can break her, but he doesn't know who he's dealing with. She doesn't want a mate. Especially not a puffed up pussycat! Leonard Crowley is one of
Blue Creek Police Department's only Shifter detectives. He's worked hard against the prejudice that keeps his kind from becoming part of mainstream life. With his father ailing, Leo is called to confront certain issues that have popped up in the Blue Valley
Pride. When the elders insist he take one of their females as mate to assume his rightful position as King of the Pride, Leo has a surprise for them. He's already met his mate, he just has to claim her.Will the feisty couple discover that breaking sass is much
more fun together?
A Devil's Dires Wolf Shifter Romance
His Winter Mate
Summer Bite
The Dire Wolves Chronicles
The Macconwood Wolf Pack Books 1-3
She wears her independence like a badge. He’s determined to bring her to heel. Will a shadowy enemy destroy their sizzling connection? Skylar Gautier doesn’t give a crap about her fated mate. Defying her father to
become a New Orleans cop, the wolf shifter ignores her heritage to focus on hunting down crooks. But as she tracks a sadistic killer, she butts heads with a stubbornly sexy guy who has claimed for years he’s her
protector… Travis Nichols traded glory for a chance at a soulmate. The talented chef could have been pack leader until he set his sights on ensuring the safety of his gorgeous destined partner. But since he craves a
forever with a shot of lasting, he’ll have to stop the headstrong beauty from getting herself killed in the line of duty. With Skylar doing her utmost to resist their smoking-hot passion, she’s shocked when she
experiences a disturbingly dark premonition. And now Travis is facing the terrifying prospect that he might not be powerful enough to save his beloved from a tragic end. Will their undeniable bond survive a rising
evil or be thrust apart by a malevolent monster? Touch of Darkness is the suspenseful first book in the swoon-worthy Fated Legacy paranormal romance series. If you like inescapable destiny, hair-raising action, and
steamy bedroom scenes, then you’ll love Delta James’s ultra-spicy story. Buy Touch of Darkness to feel the burn today!
One bride, two Wolves, and a love neither of them knew was possible. He is the first son of the Alpha, a warrior, and a Hound of God. Duty bound to secure the future of his Pack. He must sacrifice his freedom and
marry the lass of his father’s choosing, but a chance meeting changes his mind. She is the property of her father. A woman with a secret and a yearning for the truth. Lies, threats, Dark Magic, and betrayal are just
some of the forces driving their future. Will Eoghan and Ailis find true love in spite of it all? Find out how it all began in this prequel to the Macconwood Pack Series.
He's an Alpha looking for a home. She's an outsider with no one to call her own. Can they find what they're searching for in each other?Derrick Rand is an Alpha Dire Wolf, a rare and powerful species of Shifter. Tired
of the nomadic life, he's looking for a place to call home. He receives an email from a female Shifter inviting him to a small town called Blue Creek. Seemingly ideal, he and his crew fill their tanks and mount their
bikes for the long ride to meet Barbara Wolfe.Lucy Corwyn is a Bobcat Shifter passing through the Wolf infested town of Blue Creek. After her junker breaks down, she is stranded there without a cent to her name.
Not-so-big Cats rarely mixed with other species, especially not ones that considered her a snack!Without the money to pay for the repairs needed, Lucy has to find a job. The only one available seems to be at the
new biker bar in town, Serious Moonlight. Lucy knows she needs to get the hell out of town before some dumb Wolf tries to make her into a chew toy, so she seeks out the owner about a position. Imagine her
surprise when the sexy as hell Alpha turns out to be her mate! Lucy isn't about to make things easy on the big guy. No way.If that big bad Wolf wants to catch this little she-Cat, he better shake that sass.
The wolves ran through this land, the land of his fathers. How he hated the coming. Their arrival portended of much death. He could hear them from his vantage point. Their breathing, och mae, how it was labored.
The largest came at him first, as though he had been specifically targeted. This is the night terror that plagued him, he'd dream of Merri, then inevitably the wolf would come. The largest, the black one, was so much
more, somehow more fierce than the others...menacing...shiny black fur, glaring eyes, teeth barred...saliva drooling...consistent in his behavior. This animal was absolutely driven in his quest to seek out and destroy
Merri. The outcome was always vague. On this night, Garrison slit the throat of the beast. Vengeance was his, the feeling was one of exhilaration yet he sensed that the triumph was to be short lived. More ravenous
beasts came, one after the other, each one larger than its predecessor. Garrison awoke with sweat pouring from his body, now it was his breathing that had become labored."Garrison!" "Merri I dreamt of wolves,
there were many...but it was one who singled himself out from the others. Ah, I should think he be the leader yes? It is he who comes for me every night...and Merri? I know of him. We've met...I can sense his
bloodlust...as though he is a part of me." "You dreamt of becoming a wolf?" "You know naught. I dream of felling the wolf." "The hunt?" "Aye, the hunt." "Since when does our clan hunt the predator?" "Generally, we
do not, that is why these night terrors confuse me...they plague my slumber. Those damned wolves would see me lose the sleep that I require at every days close." "What do the night terrors foretell?" "Death Merri,
it's my belief that a war comes to us soon." "Clan wars come, this is nothing new. We fight for what is ours. There is much honor in this." "There is no honor in death."
Hot Dire Wolf Nights
Touch of Darkness
Bound To The Alpha Wolf
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